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Four UPS
debaters
head for
Nationals
by Linda Pope

The UPS debate team will send
more people to national competition
this year than ever before. Debators
Debbie Gay, Joel Gleghorn, Krista
Goldstein, and Bernie Pratt have all
qualified to participate in the National
Individual Events Tournament to be
held next month in Kansas.
Debbie Gay, a senior, qualified in
the area of communication analysis
with a rhetorical study of Senator Edward Kennedy's address to Liberty
Baptist College in November. Her excellent performance over the course of
the year, including first place wins at
tournaments at UPS and Williamette,
as well as a second place finish at
Lewis and Clark were enough to
boost her into national competition.
Bernie Pratt, a senior who placed
with her third place finish at district
level competition, will also go to nationals in communication analysis.
Her presentation is a rhetorical study
of John Marshall's supreme court
decision in the Marbury vs. Madison
case.
Joel Gleghorn, senior, and Krista
Goldstein, sophomore, will go to nationals on the basis of their first and
second place finishes at the district
tournament. Both will be debating in
extemporaneous competition, where
speakers are given only a half an hour
to prepare a presentation on a current
events topic.
Debate coach Kris Davis was pleased with the UPS performance this
year. In addition to sending an impressively large group to competition
at the national level, the team also
won an honor for their outstanding
performance at the district level. The
district which UPS competes in is
made up of Alaska, Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana. Four
other schools in the district were
honored with this award. These are:
University of Oregon, Oregon State,
Whitman, and Boise State.
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Student poll
produces
accurate results
by Steve Schwartz

As the results of Tuesday's
Washington state caucuses are tallied,
actual statistics show that a survey
taken by UPS students last week was
not far wrong.
In a press conference last Friday,
students of Professor David Droge 's
C&TA 464 class, Media Strategies in
the 1984 Primary Campaign,
reported the results of their local
survey concerning Tueday's election.
They revealed that of those planning
to attend the Democratic caucuses, 65
percent planned to support Hart, 30
percent Mondale and 5 percent
Jackson. With 6 percent of the
caucuses reporting, Hart actually leads
Mondale here 54 percent to 34 percent.
If these results are truly as accurate
as they seem, the Washington general
election may bring bad news for
Democrats. The poll also showed that
more Tacoma area registered voters
support Ronald Reagan than any other
candidate. In the city-wide poll, 34
percent of voters said they supported
Reagan, versus 21 percent for Hart,
10 percent for Mondale, and 2 percent for both Glenn and Jackson.

the project demonstrated to students
the accuracy of using random selection.
According to Droge, this survey
was the only one done recently strictly
for the Tacoma area. Local media
found the poll attractive, and television crews and news writers turned
out Friday to cover the conference.
Class spokesperson Terri Fishfader,
fellow student Chip Blake, and Droge
presented their findings, discussed the
implications and answered questions.
When a similar class taught by
Droge in 1980 surveyed 219 people,
the class found that the sample
reflected the actual election very accurately, predicting that Carter would
pull in three times as many votes as
Kennedy.
Droge said this election should prove to be a volatile one. Unlike the
Vietnam era, there is no one issue that
voters will be basing decisions upon,
he said. Those polled this year offered
over 50 different reasons they felt
were most important in selecting a
candidate, ranging from personal
qualities to defense issues, said
Fish fader.

'Super Tuesday'
finds race far from
over

Senator Gary Hart is now considered by many to be the frontrunner in the race for the Democratic
presidential nomination. This is a
result of Hart's victories in New
England coupled with his victories in
"Super Tuesday.''

ELECTION '84
There's every reason to believe,
however, that even the results of the
actual caucus vote do not represent
the opinions of most Tacomans. The
survey revealed that an overwhelming
72 percent of interviewed voters did
not plan to attend their precinct
caucuses.
The class's 30 students contacted
237 registered voters in the Tacoma
area. They conducted the survey by
calling telephone numbers generated
at random by computer. Droge said

Hart is not, however, the frontrunner where it counts—the delegate
totals. Former Vice President Walter
Mondale still leads Hart in that
category, 295-165.
The discrepancy in popular vote
totals and delegate totals points up
the biggest deficiency of Hart's campaign. Hart has not filed full slates of
delegates in many states. Hart is now
counting on the support of delegates
pledged to Alan Cranston and Ruebin
Askew, but he can not be certain of
their support.
Next week's Illinois primary,
where 194 delegates are at stake, will
serve to test Hart's campaign severe-

ly. His organization is lacking, to say
the least, and he lacks the support of
major state Democratic leaders. In
Illinois, the support of local
Democratic leaders is important,
especially in Cook County.
Another question Hart needs to
face is his standing in the Black community. In Tuesday's primaries.
Hart's percentage of the Black vote
can best be described as negligible.
while Mondale polled a respectable
proportion. The results of Tuesday's
primaries also showed what the effect
of Jesse Jackson's campaign is: he
hurts Mondale. For example, in
Alabama, Hart got less than one percent of the Black vote, Mondale got
47 percent, and Jackson got 48 percent. It seems obvious that if Jackson
was not in the race, many of those
Blacks who voted for Jackson would
have voted for Mondale. Hart seems
to be as popular with Blacks as President Reagan, if not less so.
The results of ''Super Tuesday'S
on the campaigns of John Glenn and
George McGovern left no room for
speculation. McGovern dropped out
Tuesday evening, and Glenn's campaign has been mortally wounded.
Glenn was supposed to be strongest
in the South, yet he placed no better
than third in any of Tuesdays
pjmaries.

Registration
drive
successful
by Jim Benedeu

The Voter Registrati
which was held on campus iron
March 5-13, was an unqualified success. Two ladies from the Tacom.
Urban League manned a table at th
entrance to the great hail for thre
days, March 5-7, and managed o
register over 100 students. In addition, six students from the Young
Democrats became voter registrars
and registered people in their classes,
and door-to-door in the dorms.
Together, they managed to register an
additional 200 or so voters.
Caucus attendance was markedly
up this year in almost all precincts,
and nowhere more so than in precinct
caucuses with high student residence.
All students and faculty involved
should be congratulated on a job well
done.

News in Brief
Japanese Film, new course offering
The Asian Studies Committee, the
English Department and the Department of Foreign Languages will be
presenting two showings of Japanese
Director Akira Kurosawa 's film,
"Throne of Blood." The film stars

well-known actor Toshiro Mifune in a
story based on Shakespeare's
Macbeth and set in medieval Japan.
''Kurosawa 's version of
Shakespeare's Macbeth spares no effort in creating an atmosphere of

obsessive madness and supernatural
compulsion. Although nominally set
in medieval Japan, the action is
dislocated in terms of time and place.
The contrasty black and white
cinematography, use of a ubiquitous
artificial mist, and employment of certain Noh theatre techniques make us
feel that we are watching a ritualized
series of events and reponses, totally
beyond the reach of rational intervention. As with his other literary adaptations, Kurosawa is faithful to the
original text; it is his uncharacteristic
detachment that provides a new
perspective on the familiar play."
There's a new option available to
students interested in Japanese culture
and language. For the first time,
beginning in the Spring Semester of
1985, an additional advanced
Japanese course will be offered. This
makes it possible for students majoring in Languages of International Affairs to minor in Japanese and to pursue their language skills in Japanese
on an advanced level.
"Throne of Blood'' will be shown
on Monday, April 2 at 4pm in the
library, room 17 and on Tuesday,
April 3 at 7pm in McIntyre 006.

HEARST WRITING P R I Z E S
This is the second year for the
Hearst Writing Prize Awards. We
again have two $ 100 awards to be
given to the best student papers from
any course in Comparative Sociology,

JUST LOOK AT
THAT... YOU
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Economics, Politics and Government,
Psychology, Urban Affairs, and Communication and Theatre Arts.
The Social Science Committee has
established the following guidelines
for submission of papers:
To be eligible for a prize,
paper must have been submitted as
part of the requirements for
coursework in the Fall 1983 or Spring 1984 semester.
Students may submit onl
one entry in the Social Science division.
There are no minimum or
maximum length requirements.
Students may edit and retype
the paper, but it must be accompanied
by a xerox copy of the original paper
that the instructor commented on and
graded.
If the paper requires citations, the footnotes and/or
bibliography should be consistent
with the professional standards for
that discipline.
The awards will be made on
the basis of good writing and communication, rather than content or
style.
The deadline for submissions
is April 2, 1984; 9:00
Students may submit papers
in the social sciences category to Carrie Margolin, Dept. of Psychology.
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LET ANOTHER
ONE ET AWAY!

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with the
National Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive
12 or 36 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Pro.
gram will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.
Specialties offered In the following fields:

Estates, Trusts & Wills
Generalist (Evenings only)
Corporations & Real Estate
Litigation
• ABA Approved
• Internship
• Employment Assistance
For a free brochure about this career opportunity
call (619) 293-4579 or mail the coupon below to:
University of an Dic8p Room 318, Serra Hall
Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego, CA 92110
UPS
Name_
Address
Zip
_State
Phone_________________
'

Fall 1984—Day
Sept. 16Dec.
—
7, 1984
Summer 1984—Day
June 4—.-Aug. 16, 1984

El

Fall 1984—Evening
Sept. 27—June 20, 1985

The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the
basisof race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin,
ancestry, or handicap in its policies and programs.

DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS
WITH YOUR EATING OR WEIGHT?
Do you binge often? Are you overly concerned about your weight and
how much you eat? Do you starve yourself or use diuretics, excessive
exercise, vomiting, or laxatives to keep your weight down? If so, you
may be having problems with ANOREXIA OR BULIMIA. These are
LEARNED WAYS of trying to handle stress that you can overcome! For
competent counseling help, contact:

CHARLES W. BRUNI, Ph.D.
Dr. Bruni specializes in work with eating disorders and the underlying
stress causing them. Call 759-7984 for further information or an appointment.
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Campus mourns his passing,

celebrates his life

Reflections of
Gary Ong
by his friends
There is something about a finished
life that defies encapsulation. This is
the case with anyone. It is especially
true of Gary.
In a sense Gary was the sort of person everyone wants to be. Funny,
carefree, not troubled by much of
anything, always surrounded by
friends. Lots of friends. He did a little of everything. He sang with the
Adelphians, and performed well
enough academically to join the ranks
of Phi Kappa Phi and Mortar Board.
A music major, he played beautiful
piano, and also taught half of the
school to juggle—entertaining us
with summertime performances on the
lawn. He volunteered to ring the carrillon bells, and became a familiar
feature as the 'Voice from Beyond' in
Langlow's Haunted House. His involvement also extended to student
government, where his perennial noncandidate campaigns became a virtual
institution. He lasted through a year
of the Honors program, and was also
a regular contributor to this paper,
voluntarily carrying more than his
share of the load.
Gary also had taste. He tried to

ride the crest of every fashion—in
music, ties, hairstyles—and was
usually terribly successful. Occassionally he lapsed into the perverse: a
penchant for championship wrestling
and bad B-grade movies, and cullinary
taste that would have killed him
sooner or later anyway. In his 22
years he probably did more to support
the Cragmont soda and Hostess
bakery industries than any other
single person.
Gary gathered a fair ammount of
noteriety last fall when he stepped out
of his tradtion of political apathy and
decided to roll the carrillon in honor of
the marines killed in Grenada and
Beriut. He sought to ''express the
fragility of human life" by making
each death ''more than just another
number. " It's ironic in this light that
he himself became nothing more than
the ''51st jumper" in death. Perhaps
there's a lesson here.
There is little more appropriate to
say about Gary than that he was
talented in an unimaginable variety of
areas, obviously very interested in the
people around him, and damned fu ii fly. He was also quirky. That's wh,:
made him who he was; that's pro
bably why he's not with us now.

THAT I'M NOT CALL1N ThE
5HoTS,,,T4AT YOU 3UYS
ARE RUNNININO THE SHOW.
ISN'T THAT RiDICULOUS?

Saturday, March 17th
St. Patrick's Day

Z-0, J VEQ Sho,
;:*-

Irish Stew $3.50

It
611 N. PINE
TACOMA

Must be 21 years or older
I

I

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP
bciJJ

I

4304 Sixth Avenue
Tacoma
756-0700
(one block east of Stevens)

Dan Knowles

USED TYPEWRITER SALE
UPS students, faculty staff

10% discount with coupon

COMPLETELY RECONDITIONED MANUAL AND
ELECTRIC SMITH CORONAS WITH A ONE
YEAR PARTS AND SERVICE WARRANTY
manuals from:

$ 49.50

SMITH CORONA
electrics from:
authorized dealer
(Limited to stock on hand)
maximum allowance on trade-ins

$149.50 I

-
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Foreign Auto Clinic
Complete Service

Tuneups, Brakes, Electrical
Fuel Injection, Clutches, Shocks
424 St. Helens
(the first block north of 6th Ave.)

272-0062 or 627-7432
Hours 8 am. - 5 p.m.
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Many take part in Fun Run
by Cindy Fey
Sixty-five runners from UPS ran
for their favorite heroines—women
who shaped history—at the
Women's History Week Fun Run on
March 6. Artists, revolutionaries,
athletes and grandmothers were
among the many women who were
honored by the runners, who wore
name tags identifying their heroines.
The 2.2 mile run around campus
was sponsored by the Women's
Studies Program and Feminist Student
Union with technical assistance from

The new police recruits.
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.
Just don't call them
-,
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What an Institution!
"POLICE ACADEMY" A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION
STARRING STEVE GUTTENBERG• KIM CATTRALL• BUBBA SMITH AND GEORGE GAYNES AS COMDT. LASSARD
STORY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT. SCREENPLAY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFT AND HUGH WILSON
PRODUCED BY PAUL MASLANSKY DIRECTED BY HUGH WILSON
RESTRICTED
*ALADO COMPANY aLAS
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OPENS AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE ON MARCH 23.

Sally Leyse and Chris Luther of the
Athletic Department.
The top ten runners were:
Bhreu Monroe (Doris Brown),
Brian Tschider (Lizzy
13:30;
Borden), 13:49; T.J. Brennen (Olga
Korbut), 13:57; Donnie Trevathan
(Mary Wollstonecraft), 14:12; Steve
Moreland (Roberta Gibb), 14:24;
Scott Henry (Eleanor Roosevelt),
14:37; Elizabeth Hampton (Betty
Locke Hamilton), 14:40; Randy
Reynolds (Martha Washington)
14:40; Therese Wilkinson (Sister
Kenny), 14:59; and Brad Bennett
(Mary Decker), 15:42.
The following runners also participated in the Women's History
Week Fun Run:
Trish Armstrong, Wilma Rudolph;
Susan Bladhoim, Susan B. Anthony;
Shannon Blanusa, Eva Peron; Evie
Bonic, Sally Ride; Heidi Celmer,
Mary Bennett; Ron Cervantes, Rene
Richards; Maria Chang, Emma Peel;
Lynne Chandler, Alice Walker; Robin
Clark, Virginia Woolfe; Edie Cook,
Spider Woman; Z.F. Danes, Marie
Danes; Mimi Dega, Charlotte Potter;
Marie DeBenedictis, Karen Silkwood;
Roxann DeGregorie, Lucretia Mott;
Lisa Diloretto, Babe Diedrickson; Juli
Evans, Imogene Cunningham; Cindy
Fey, Hannah Senesh; Jacob Fey, Rosa
Parks; lake Fey, Selma Lagerlof; Lisa
Flaherty, Mary Stewart; Brad Gobal,
Dorothy Hamill; Karen Gray, Sijourner Truth; Tina Greenwood, Joni
Ericson; Martha Healy, Jill Kilmont;
Caren Herzog, Mystery Woman; Erin
Hiney, Ann Sullivan; Katheleen
Hoyt, Ametta Prybylinski; Renee
Ishikawa, Corrie Ten Boom; Laurie
Ann Johnson, Suzanne Barnett; Irene
Karsh, Judy Blume; Tiki Karsh,
Margo B. Hoim, Ph.d.; Cynthia
Kimbal, Syvia Plath; Mary Kirk,
Hanna Boyd; Karen Koehmstedt,
Mary Wolistonecraft; Clare Leong,
Joan Benoit; Dma Lund, Mary
Decker; Mary Lund, Grete Waitz;
Judy MacLeod, Ros; Todd McGrady,
Olga Korbut; Don Moore, Wilma
Rudolf; Susan Morris, Eleanor Clark
Slagle; Sandy Olson, Margaret
Sanger; Diana Owens, Martha
Stevenson; Judy Powers, Mavis
Lungren; Kevin Reimer, Peggy Fleming; Cindy Riche, Crystal Eastman;
Judy Roska; Kate Rudnick, Amelia
Earhart; Kelly Russell, Karen Homey;
Leslie Sargent, Isabel Parra; Bill
Shahrooz, Christine Jorgenson; Barb
Struck, Eleanor Roosevelt; Sheryl
Tilton, Nyzoste Sange; and Kirsten
Wilbur, Betty Friedan.
The run was just one small part of
a week long schedule of events. The
high number of runners who participated helped to make the first-time
event a success.
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Letters
Established September 25, 1922

Editor
Managing Editor

To the Editor:

Published weekly during the school year

James J. Benedetto
Glenn W. Chiott

Communication
is fundamental

Editorial
.But how you play the game
The conduct of both players and spectators in the UPS Fleidhouse during the playoff
games Friday and Saturday nights was extremely questionable , raising serious questions
about the purpose of intercollegiate athletics and their future at this institution. Don't
get me wrong; I am certainly not anti-athletics. I wrestled for a number of years, ran
track-and-field for several more, and assisted in coaching junior wrestling and football
teams. I have always understood that the main justification for having interscholastic
sports programs was to develop sportsmanship and a sense of fair play in the participants. Our athletes are supposed to represent the very best in us—the "sound
mind, sound body." In addition, our culture glorifies athletes for little more reason
than their proficiency at playing games. Our children are encouraged to look up to such
people and to emulate them. These are all excellent reasons, in my mind, to expect better behavior from the teams and spectators involved than the childish, racist and
unsportsmanlike displays which they took part in. According to eyewitness accounts,
some of the reprehensible actions were very minor— e.g., crowds yelling "bullshit''
when the refs made an unfavorable call—although if the games had been televised, this
in itself would serve to paint a rather damaging portrait of UPS. Unfortunately, not all
the incidents could fairly be called minor; not could they all be chalked up to 'highspiritedness" or ''all-in-fun." In fact, one incident in particular stands out as very
serious indeed. It is reported that after Friday night's game with Chapman, a UPS Logger benched throughout the game because of academic probation walked up to the
Chapman coach (who happens to be black), and said, ''Nice game, Niggerl" Afterwards, the two retired to a hallway outside the main gym area, and proceeded to pummel each other in spirited fashion. This in itself, while certainly unsportsmanlike, while
certainly setting a bad example for others, and while certainly presenting both UPS and
our athletic program in an unfavorable light, was not so bad in itself. Both the player
and the coach, despite any provocation they think might have justified such actions,
should receive more of the same as well as indefinite suspensions from their respective
teams); the player for his imprudent and disgusting use of a racial epithet, and the coach
for sullying his hands in a physical altercation with a student. Unfortunately, an innocent bystander, a young boy employed at the moment in holding the doors open for
people leaving the gym, had his face rather unceremoniously and painfully slammed
against the concrete wall by the two combatants. The injury to the boy was inadvertarn; bleeding from the face, he received minor medical attention as the two teams
seperated their respective ''raging bulls." The incident was not even reported to safety
and security, which goes a long way towards bolstering daims of negligence in any
possible lawsuit.
My point, so long in stating, is this: if the behavior of the participants at Friday and
Saturday nights' games is the best that we have to offer in the true spirit of fair play and
sportsmanship, perhaps it would be better to lose the revenue that we gain from such
events. The price we pay for it is too high.
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To the Editor:
Bravo! Your editorial in the March
8th issue was excellent.
I am not a member of your student
body yet, but I am currently enrolled
on another campus which has a very
new, yet very promising FSU consisting of male and female members
working in a professional manner
toward the goal of social equality for
women. Isn't this what it is about?
I consider myself a feminist, but I
feel there is sometimes a thin line between persons who are assertive in
their efforts to accomplish this goal
and those who insist on being aggressive.
Communication is the act of giving
and receiving information; regardless
of the vehicle used, it should be considered fundamental to everyone 's existence.
Your point was well made; I hope
it was well taken.
Judith Brewington

I have taken your latest editorial
straight to heart. I deeply regret not
having poured all my efforts into articles for the Trail to print in recognition of International Women 's Week.
In fact, I'll never forgive myself for
passing up the opportunity to see my
byline in the same issue as Don
Davis' immortal coinage:
"P0000SSAAAAY!"
Cynthia Kimball
3208 N. 14
752-4352

German Film to be
shown
I would appreciate it if you would
announce the following German film.
It will be shown Wednesday evening.
7:00 p.m. in McIntyre 006. It will
be preceded by a showing of the recent Deutschland-Spiegel.
11 April: Munchlwusen (German
w/English subtitles)
Adaption of Erich Kastner's novel
about the adventures of Baron Munchhausen who is known for his
fabrications of unbelievable stories.
(1943 in color)
The films is presented free of
charge to the campus and public at
large.
Renate Hodges
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The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound. All opinions expressed'
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This poetry, from The Jade Mountain by Kiang Kang-Hu
(Tang Dynasty, 618-906), is dedicated to the memory of Gary Ong. Gary
made an enduring and mighty contribution to the Trail staff; he will be sorely
missed by all.

A FAREWELL TO A FRIEND

ON A GATE-TOWER AT YU-CHOU

With a blue line of mountains north of the wall,
And east of the city a white curve of water,
Here you must leave me and drift away
Like a loosened water-plant hundreds of miles...
I shall think of you in a floating cloud;
So in the sunset think of me.
We wave our hands to say good-bye,
And my horse is neighing again and again.

Where, before me, are the ages that have gone?
And where, behind me, are the coming generations?
I think of heaven and earth, without limit, without end
And I am all Alone and my Tears fall down.

PEACH BLOSSOM RIVER
A bridge flies away through a wild mist,
Yet here are the rocks and the fisherman 's boat.
Oh, if only this river of floating peach-petals
Might lead me at last to the mythical cave!

ON SEEING WANG LEAVE FOR THE SOUTH
Toward a mist upon the water
Still I wave my hand and sob,
For the flying bird is lost in space
Beyond a desolate green mountain...
But now the long river, the far lone sail,
The five lakes, gleam like spring in the sunset;
And down an island white with duckweed
Comes the quiet of communion.

LOGGER CUPS
.Receive one free cup
when you order a large
pizza.
Available Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays

Friday and Saturday
Free Delivery until 2:00

A . Mo

While supplies last

752-9653
2513 N. Proctor St.
The Trail

Norm leaving after 35 years
by Jim Imlay

Thirty-five years is a long time. At
the end of this year, Dr. Norm
Anderson will be retiring from the
Geology Department here at UPS. He
will leave with an incredible 35 years
service to the school, and to the community.
Starting from what some would call
humble beginnings, the local
Tacoman has seen the Geology
department as well as the university
grow from what was essentially a four
year community college to its present
size. When he started here in 1949,
teaching with only a bachelor's
degree, the Geology department was
composed of only 2 faculty. He
started as a replacement for a professor who was on sabbatical, and
wound up as the department chair
within a few years; Dr. Anderson has
since received his masters and doctoral
degrees.
''Working with students has been
nothing but good. It has its ups and
downs, but on the whole it has been
just great! Teaching is a kind of profession that never seems to get old; I
mean you do some of the same
things, but in the end each year
presents new challenges, and with
them come new opportunities," said
Dr. Anderson, noting that teaching
has been a way for him to continue
through life without boredom. Dr.
Anderson's students will most likely
agree that for a man with 35 years experience, he sure adds a lot of life to
rocks. ''Working with students keeps
you young, and fresh, and that's been
the joy of teaching''.
Over the years Dr. Anderson has
met a great deal of students that were
fun to work with, especially those
that were most serious about their
studies. Having graduated something
on the order of 200 students from the
department, he was especially proud
of the high number of doctorates that
have graduated from the department,
approximately 10%. "During the

years from about 1965 till 1975 we
had about 10 Saudi students, and
from that group we had 4 who received doctorates from other institutions,
and that's pretty good!''
But it hasn't been all here at the
UPS campus, it started with a
bachelors degree in geology, attained
at the cost of a mere $ 100 per
semester. ''I worked in a gas station
for 17.5 cents per hour the last summer before I came to college, and by
the end of the summer I knew that
that was not where I wanted to be."
And so, living at home and commuting as most students did at that
time, he pursued and received his
degree, then later traveled to UW for
his masters program. For his doctorate, Dr. Anderson moved to Salt
Lake City, and eventually wrote his
thesis about the Snake River plateau
in Idaho. "Around Salt Lake and
within 100 miles, you can see just
about every geologic formation
known to man."
And so his travels began. Since
then he has traveled quite extensively , including some 7 trips to Europe,
amassing a slide collection numbering
some 60,000. When he started
teaching, the salary was a mere 3000
dollars per year, so he had to supplement his earnings as best he could. ''I
was teaching night school, giving further education to primary teachers
during the war." As time went on the
salaries have increased, but he has
maintained his contacts outside of the
university. During the 60's he spent
summers in Colorado writing texts for
the national science foundation, which
gave him an opportunity to get to
know the Rocky mountains pretty
well. But he has always returned to
the Puget Sound area in the end.
When asked about his family, Dr.
Anderson replied that his family has
been a great strength, noting that his
wife, a recently retired teacher of
medical techology at St. Joseph's

Congratulations
Delta Delta Delta
ft 1 in Scholarship
#1 in Derby Days
Paid Advertisement
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Hospital, was able to get work
wherever they moved. "We moved
something like 17 times during the
first 8 years of our marriage, what
with my school and all. It's funny,
my wife likes to travel to see
cathedrals and people and places and
such, but I still think the whole idea is
to travel so that you can see the rocks.
During my first trip to Europe, I
realized why I wanted to be rich. It
was so that I could travel and enjoy

myself. I think that 's why you get into geology, so that you can travel
around for the right reasons.
And it's that kind of flair that has
punctuated the life of Norm Anderson. He has added a good deal of life
to the study of geology here, and hi
retirement means a bit of a loss. But
for those of us who have had the opportunity to take one of his classes,
it 's an experience that fey, will iurget
Soon.

IThe University in Review
t You Didn't Know About UPS
by Jim Imlay
This is the first in a weekly series
on the history of UPS. Each week we
will try to present a few interesting
facts on the history of UPS, and
where we have been...

Did you know that:
in 1897, the students of the University of Puget Sound banded together
to build their first gymnasium so that
they could play basketball and tennis
indoors during the winter months.
This first gym was blown down by a
wind before the end of the year but
was reconstructed with the help of a
few donations. This structure stood
intil 1916, when it was razed by fire.
•in the 1800's there was no central
library for the school. Instead, the
students were rushed to join literary
societies, each of which maintained its
own library. Eventually the school
took over the responsibility for these
libraries, and those very same literary
societies became the fraternities and
sororities that we know today.
sIn the 1960's, under the administration of President Franklin R. Thompson, there was a time when the
students at UPS could block off the
whole of Lawrence Street, and have
all campus parties. This was due
largely to the fact that President
Thompson had a habit of leaving the
campus to spend the weekends at his
mountain retreat. This tradition was
halted before Pres. Phibbs took office, however.
At one point during the Korean War
era, there were only 47 men left on
campus, most of them considered
''4-F," or undraftable. President
Thompson was alerted at this point
that he was to receive 500 men durr___

------

service education." Needless to say,
there was quite a bit of unrest on the
campus (perhaps on the part of the
500 or so women of the university?)
President Thompson is largely
responsible for the buildings we see
on campus today. "The Pres'' or
''Dr. T" as he became known to an
of his "Boys and Girls" had an incredible finesse for fundraising and
was mentioned by the Seattle Times
as being ''the $2,500 per day president''.
0n April 23, 1941, students of the
university were released from classes
to participate in a fundraising capaign
for a new student union building. The
campaign was originally based on the
sale of small paper bricks emblazened
with the slogan "Buy a brick in the
new C.P.S. Student Union
Building." That first SUB was built
after the sale of some 18,000 bricks
and was named the John M. Kittredge
SUB. That very building still stands
on this campus, now known as the
Kittredge Art Gallery. Kittredge
originally cost UPS $57,000.
The University was one of the first
on the west coast to begin the
physical education program for
undergraduates. Though athletics was
not considered P.E., UPS also holds
the distinction of competing each year
in the oldest crosstown rivalry on the
west coast: namely the Meyer cup, a
crew race contested each year by the
teams from UPS, and PLU. Oh, by
the way, how many of you knew that
Crew was the first sport ever contested on the intercollegiate level?
5

I hope that you have enjoyed this
little bit of trivia on the campus that
we both know and love. Until next
week...
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Guest columnist: John Q. Public

Caucuses—the best thing that ever happened to politics

If you're like me, then you probably share the idea that I used to
have about caucuses. To anyone that
has never been to one, a caucus is
considered 'rinky-dink.' Everyone
knows that the only legitimate type of
pre-election contest is a primary. All
the real states have primaries; no one
takes any state seriously that only has
a caucus, right? In fact, a caucus is
really only an excuse for people who
live in the boondocks to have coffee
together and trade information regarding animal obstetrics.
You probably also share my idea of
the average voter; you know, John
Q. Public. The reasons that the
average voter finds to support candidates are various and enlightening:
"He's a young man," the average
voter says, ''I like him." Or, they
say, ''Well, he's tall and handsome;
and I do so love that little lock of hair
that falls down over his forehead
when he's angry." My favorite,
though, is "He reminds me s000
much of JFK." If you're a voter of
slightly above-average intelligence
(someone who knows how to read),
you're likely to have a whole different
set of reasons for preferring one candidate over another. Perhaps some
organization you belong to supports
him for reasons you don't properly
understand? You know that hype:
NEA, NAACP, NOW, NRA. But
sin2le-issue voters scare me; here's a
te that wants to put a cruise
in my bathtub, but he's OK
he'll let me keep my hanWell, what I found out is that I've
been wrong all these years. The
caucus is probably the best thing
that's ever happened to politics. In
fact, when I attended the caucus for
precinct 27-26 on Tuesday night, I
found that there are quite a few voters
well above the level of sophistication I
had imagined. I also found that the
level of sophistication for those voters
had no correlation whatsoever with
their age. Many of the important
platform issues that were raised during the course of the evening were
raised by the older people. They expressed their concern, in no uncertain
terms, for stopping the proliferation
of nuclear arms, over foreign aid to
the Third World nations, and many
other issues. The younger voters raised the issues of ERA passage, the
problem of homeless Americans, and
the electability of certain candidates.
The value of the caucus over the
primary can easily be demonstrated.
In a primary, the voter enters a cur-

tamed booth, where he or she is free
to choose any candidate for whatever
reason— (see average voter concerns
above). The voter then returns
home, knowing no more about the
political process or the issues involved
than when he/she left his/her job at
the smelter; nevertheless, the voter
leaves the polling place, smug in the
knowledge that he/she has nobly
discharged his/her duty as a responsible citizen. If the voter hasn't already
voted in accordance with who the
media says is going to win, he/she
has another chance to sabotage the
process by entertaining one of the
many exit pollsters outside the booth.
Compare this with the caucus: an
exciting opportunity to exchange
views with your neighbors. A chance
to learn from others, as well as to express your own opinions. Best of all,

unsound reasons for supporting a candidate or poorly thought out positions
on the issues of the day are unlikely to
go unchallenged. This exchange of
ideas is what democracy is supposed
to be all about.
And don't get me wrong—there
are plenty of opportunities for concerned individuals to take a hand in
the process, to actually be meaningfully involved. After all, one must
know the rules of the system before
one can challenge that system effectively. The older faces that I saw that
evening, the party faithful, were surprised—and not a little pleased to see
so many new, so many young faces
taking part. So pleased, in fact, that
a great many of those new, young
faces are now delegates—on their
way to the next tier, and ultimately to
the convention.

March 28th is
Language
House
Program
Deadline
by Amy Hunt
Michel Rocchi, Director of the UPS
Language House Program is now accepting applications for next fall. Ttic
Language House Program offers participating student an exciting liviii'
and learning opportunity. Students,
reside in a house where the giver,
language is spoken and participate in a
number of related activities. Students
considering this rewarding program
should contact Michel Rocchi, x3 I 8o
or Tracy Wickersham, x4189. Conipleted applications are due no later
than March 28th.

WFLL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE IS SUMMER.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the RCffC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
For more information, contact
CPT Meno at 964-6574.

ARMY RO
BEALLYOU CAN BE.
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continued from last week

Gonzo Bar Guide:

The Unicorn
and the
Cloverleaf Tavern
by Don Davis

The Theatre Mask Ensemble:
The Shape of Art to Come?
by Paul Rathbun

There are usually a lot of
possibilities between the basic form
of an object, with its own meanings
and associations, and the multitude
of shapes it can assume. Last
Sunday night's performance by the
Portland-bastd Theatre Mask
Ensemble in tho Jacobsen Recital
Hall provided a kaleidoscopic tour of
the potential of their performance art
form.
From the huge frogs who inspect
the audience at the top of the show
through the myriad of humanoid and
surreal beings that parade across the
stage, the labor and craftsmanship of
the masks themselves is striking.
The physical work of the performers
lend animation not just to the body,
but seemingly to the features of the
masks themselves. This is indicative
of skilled performers, excellent
craftsmanship, and long hard hours
of disciplined work.
Through the combinations of
lighting, choreography, music and
particularly through the distortion
and rearrangement of familiar
patterns, the Ensemble puts the
audience in touch with the power of
15
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imagery and sound to reach
emotional centers. All this is done
without a single word of narration
or dialogue.
A glowing, mantis-like stick
creature, moving almost
ritualistically to deep organ music
becomes a symbol of awe and
reverence. A giant muscle man with
a beach-ball head appears ominously
in the semi-dark, then reaches the
child in the audience (literally) to
reach the child in all of us.
Lest one take the human face for
granted, this cornerstone of human
perception is transfigured repeatedly,
appearing as elemental, rearrangable,
and even as a moving pictograph.
The machine-age human and even
the whole evolutionary process are
dissected in the course of the show.
This attempt to give at least a
sample of different masks and their
styles certainly succeeds at diversity.
Unfortunately this was a one-time
only appearance of the Ensemble, at
least for this year. Judging from the
response of the audience, their
return in the future would be a
welcome one.

The Unicorn was packed.
Jammed. Asaarco must have just
laid off, rehired, or paid everyone in
the joint. I noticed soon that
everyone in the place was of the
same genetic predisposition as
myself: the place looked like a stag
party minus the blue movies. All
four pool tables were busy so I
asked one of the players at the table
nearest me if I could borrow his
cue.
"Why?''
"I wanna knock some of the
velvet off my antlers."
"Huh?" He didn't get the joke
and I didn't get the cue. I turned
to the owner-bartender to ask him a
few questions, but he was obviously
busy, as he replied, ''I don't got
time for bullshit," and headed for
the other end of the bar.
"Better men than you have been
publicly horsewhipped for less
provocation!" I called after him,
but he was out of earshot. I turned
back to the Prez in time to hear
some wretch talking about how he
had thrown some other wretch
through a plate glass window. I
grabbed Kato's can of 'chemical
billy' and gave the wretch a playful
squirt in the face. As he ran
screaming to the men's room, my
party and I slid indiscreetly out the
door. We needed pizza, and the
native Tacomans assured mein
kamrnerad and myself that the
Cloverleaf Tavern was the place to

DRAST! C

get the best pizza in town. From
the safety of the parking lot, we
bade a fond farewell to the land of
the Unicorn, resplendent in various
paraphenelia and iconography related
to the mythical beast. The wretch's
screams were now barely audible.
The first thing that impressed me
about the Cloverleaf was the overall
ambience of the place—from the
happy, playful leprechauns covering
the walls to the sot trying to pick
the lock on the pulltab machine with
a fountain pen. In the comparative
silence of the Cloverleaf, El
Presidente, now quite inebriated,
tried to turn the conversation to
South Africa. Each time he
broached the subject I'd stand on
my chair and sing ''Don't cry for
me Argentina" until he shut up.
After three or four tries, he gave
up. I'm still not sure why I
adopted that particular strategy, but
it was rather effective.
Overall, I have a favorable—if
somewhat blurry—impression of the
Cloverleaf. The pizza was quite
good and the beer prices were
reasonable. I'll have to try it again
in the harsh light of day or at least
sometime when I'm sober. I'd
prefer not to recommend any one
establishment ove the other two.
They each have their merits and I
enjoyed myself equally at all three.
But if you are a female student and
you (for whatever reason) choose to
go to Magoo's Annex, tell them I
sent you.

PLASTIC

RECORDS
LPs - TAPES

NEW - USED

Large Selection Of Pipes
And Novelty Smoking Items
2703 6th Ave. Corner of 6th & Oakes
Mon. -Sat. 1-6 p.m. 272-2886
Easy Walking Distance From U.P.S.

.i

In Memoriam:
Peace; come away: the song of woe
Is after all an earthly song.
Peace; come away: we do him wrong
To sing so wildly: let us go.

Gary Ong
1 961-1984

Come let us go: your cheeks are pale;
But half my life I leave behind.
Me thinks my friend is richly . shrined;
But I shall pass, my work will fail.

Moll

Yet in those ears, till hearing dies,
One set slow bell will seem to toll
The passing of the sweetest soul
That ever looked with human eyes
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Cans Film Festival:
a hit or a miss?
by Brent R. Nice
covered all different walks of life:
the single, the down and out, the
widowed. The editing was
particularly tight in this film, making
it a pleasure to watch. I had seen
this film before, and it still had
quite an effect on me. Badger's film
was able to bring out some genuine
emotions in many of the people that
I talked with afterwards.
The major complaint that I had
with the festival was that 80% of
the films dealt exclusively with
music; no dialogue, no sound
effects, just music. At times the
music was appropriate, but the
storylines didn't develop any real
themes. The films that did deal
with dialogue were not particulatly
interesting. I'm sure that the
original ideas were very good in all
cases, but I felt that they fell short
of their intended goals. Editing

Last Thursday marked the
premiere of the Winterim Film and
Video Expression class' projects. It
consisted of individual, student
directed films as well as the
combined class project. For the most
part, it was an enjoyable evening,
but some of the work left something
to be desired.
The most enjoyable films that I
saw were Chip Lake's commercial
parodies ''Generic Beer," (would
friends go at it like this for just any
beer?) and ''Trucker's Choice," a

Movie Review
coffee commercial spoof. Lake
applied some very original ideas to
some tired, old commercials. In
fact, I recommend that he think
about producing commercials in the
future.
Another film that equally
impressed me was Joe Cram 's
"Cat's in the Cradle.'' This film,
based on Harry Chapin 's song,
finally brought to life the
unemotional relationship between a
father and son. The film accurately
portrayed the tragedy that so often
occurs in today's world. It was easy
to see that a lot of hard work was
put into the film: the timing of the
scenes with the music was quite
precise, it was a good plot that kept
continuity, and the characterizations
weren't bad. In fact, the film left
me with (call me foolish, or call me
sentimental) a lump in my throat.
Finally came Adrian Badger's film
"Empty," a very human look at
the various types of loneliness that
surround us in everyday life. I
particularly liked this film because it

The fIlmmakers that contributed to it all deserve
some kind of merit
seemed to be a maj or problem.
Some of the films began to develop
a plot very nicely, but then turned
into a chaotic mish-mash that began
to turn the audience off.
Was the First Annual Cans
Festival a hit, or a miss? It did have
a certain charm about it, and I could
hardly condemn it as being a waste
of time. The filmmakers that
contributed to it all deserve some
kind of merit, for as I see it, they
displayed some genuine creativity in
one area or another.

The Adelphian Concert Choir

ADELPHIAN CHOIR TO
ATTEND NATIONAL
CONVENTION
by Laura McCann
The University of Puget Sound's
popular Adeiphian Concert this spring
will add to the successthat has been
its trademark since its inception 52
years ago.
The 50 member choir was on of
eight university choirs nationwide
selected to perform before the Music
Educators' National Biennial Convention in Chicago March 23. "This is
the first time in recent history that the
Adeiphians have been chosen to perform at such a prestigious national
convention," said Paul W. Schulty,
conductor of the group.
Seven days later, on March 30, the
group will travel to Portland, Ore. to
appear before the Northwest Divisional of the American Choral Directors' Association. The Adelphians
were one of three university choirs in
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UPS finishes 22-8

GatOrs
by Sheldon Spencer

Over the course of the final ten
regular season basketball contests,
University of Puget Sound Head
Coach Don Zech watched all of the
pieces fall into place.
Once stumbling under the brunt of
four losses in their first seven games,
the Loggers shuffled with their opponents for the next 11 games, winning 8 of them, before waltzing
through the end slate, conquering
most foes decisively. The nucleus of
the good team he knew he had was
jelling, and Zech awaited the postseason satisfied.
In two hours Saturday night, the
pieces shattered. Unheralded, unranked and unknown San Francisco State
University accomplished the
heretofore unheard of, unseating host
Puget Sound from the NCAA Division II playoffs by upsetting the Loggers on their homecourt 59-55 before
3,000 stunned Memorial Fieldhouse
patrons.
After extending an unbeaten
homecourt skein to 13 by edging
Chapman College 57-52 in the Friday
evening first rounder, the Loggers appeared favorites to skin the Gators
and advance to the quarterfinal round.
Instead, a turnover flurry, a cold
shooting spell and an unflinching
Gator charity stripe parade waylaid
the Loggers, sending SFSU away to
North Alabama and Zech away to
think about it.
"They did nothing that surprised
us, but I was surprised at our team
and the way they played, not only for
that game but for the whole tournament, considering the way we played
the last monthe of the season," Zech
reflected afterwards. "San Francisco
State has good athletes. They did
what they had to do to win the game.
They're hot."
Tourney most valuable player An-

Chop Logs Season Short
dre Sparks and teammates Tony
Welch and Patrick Sandle put the
teeth into the Gator attack. Backcourt
tandem Sandle and Sparks ignited for
19 of their combined 27 points in the
first half, staking SFSU to a 30-27
advantage. Front linemen Welch and
Everett Johnson, the tallest Gator at
6-5'', together supplied muscle
underneath the backboards to compensate for the Logger height advantage. Johnson played most of the second half with four personal fouls,
and Welch managed to exploit the officials' compassion for thirteen trips to
the foul line (as a team, the Loggers
shot sixteen freethrows), converting
six
Sharpshooting Joe Whitney tallied
20 points to lead all scorers, despite
the fact that the 6-6'' sophomore
started the evening on the bench.
"He missed a team meeting earlier in
the day," Coach Zech said, therefore
justifying the disciplinary action.
After his insertion into action five
minutes into the game, Whitney
responded by threading the needle to
Jerry Williams on a fastbreak for an
easy assist and then canning two long
distance jumpers in a three minute
span as the Loggers clung to a two
point deficit, 16-14. Yet, the margin
expanded behind Sparks' and
Sandle 's firepower, and the Loggers
did not overtake the Gators until
guard Alphonse Hammond lodged
two freethrows with 1:04 remaining
to give UPS a 55-54 lead.
Five freethrow conversions and a
missed offensive opportunity by the
Loggers in the last minute sent SFSU
into the next round of the tourney,
with a prod from questionable officiating, according to Whitney. ''It
was inconsistent. We'd hurt each
other banging underneath the boards
and nothing would be called and then
the little things would be called.
We'd block their guys out (beneath

Breakfast for Champions

The Incident: Part One
by Sheldon Spencer

Arms upraised, fists clenched, the
University of Puget Sound Loggers
dance off the Memorial Fieldhouse
floor amidst the electric intensity
generated by their hardwon victory
over visiting Chapman College in the
NCAA playoffs. The partisan crowd

ebbs from the court towards the exits , content that the contest has been
decided, the heat of the battle
evaporated.
Suddenly, there's a ruckus. Two
large men square off, exchange words
to be followed by blows from cockedarms before players and police intervene to stop the fracas. One man is
almost instantly recognizable: Head

the boards) and those guys would go
up for the rebound, come down on us
and we'd be the ones guilty of the
foul. They should actually be whistled, since they're the instigators,"
Whitney said in deference to San
Francisco State's leapers Welch,
Johnson and David Hazel. "But their
two guards (Sparks and Sandle) were
really good, they took us out of the
game.''
Possibly the Loggers were taken
out of the game before meeting their
Saturday night opponents. The Friday
night victory over Walt Hazzard's
Chapman College Panthers was
physically and emotionally taxing, as
was the game altercation between
Hazzard and academically ineligible
Logger Craig Stevenson. Interpretations of the incident's meaning vary,
and Coach Zech felt the alleged
haranguing of Logger players from the
Chapman bench "helped our team."
Yet the ugly moments masked a hard
fought victory and may have served as
an omen for the SFSU game.
If there is a team that should use
omens as guideposts during its

journey into the playoff wilderness,
that team is San Francisco State.
Coach Kevin Wilson's Gators must
subscribe to the Domino Theory,
because three upset victims lie in the
wake of SFSU 's last four games. In
order for the Purple and Gold to
qualify for regional play, they had to
upend Chico State twice in the Northern California Athletic Conference
post-season tournament. That done,
the Gators, who finished the regular
season with a mediocre 19-10 record,
upended the seventh-best team in the
country last Friday night, CaliforniaRiverside. The Highlanders, seeded
first in the regional tournament,
finished fourth.
Finally, as Logger partisan broken
dreams can testify, SFSU stormed
Puget Sound. The veteran coach with
more than 300 victories as Logger
mentor notched and a national championship trophy under his belt, Zech
analyzes the Gator chances: ''When
you get down to the final eight
anybody can go. SFSU is hot."
He is content to let the chips fall as
they may.

Coach Walt Hazzard of Chapman
College. The other man would be
almost indistinguishable from the rest
of the crowd were it not for his size.
He is Craig Stevenson, a onetime
starting center for Puget Sound who is
dressed in his civvies tonight, as he
has been for the latter part of the
season, nursing academic and physical
ills.
The combatants are separated, but
the atmosphere is still charged with
boiling animosity. Stevenson mingles
with the crowd, but Hazzard holds
court in the hallway with the press,

obviously distressed. "I'm not taking
being called 'nigger'—not by an
athlete," Hazzard yells at a Puget
Sound faculty member passing by.
Stevenson, meanwhile, continues a
circuit in the crowd remaining,
separated from Hazzard and most of
the press by a hallway. He is finally
asked what could have caused the
altercation. ''I don't know, I don't
know", he replies. Did you hear
anything said that could have offended Coach Hazzard, that would have
caused him to react like that? ''No.
no, I didn't—, '' he said. continued p.
The Trail
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Sports Beat
Rudolph, Powers Grab Nat Crowns
by Sheldon Spencer
Confidence breeds success, so goes
the axiom, and the Puget Sound Logger swim teams stormed New York
State last week with ample conviction.

They returned Sunday with proof
of that theory's dividends.
Seventeen year-old sophomore
phenom Sarah Rudolph pillaged the
NCAA Division II Championship
treasure chest for three first place
medals in the 200, 500, and 1 ,650

S

meter freestyle, smashing national
collegiate records each time.
Junior Robb Powers propelled his
way to national titles twice, in the
100 and 200 meter breaststroke,
respectively.
All ten of the swimmers on the
Loggers' fifth place finishing men's
squad were crowned with AllAmerican honors, a University of
Puget Sound first.
And according to men's coach Don
Duncan, everything that happened to
the UPS squad in Hempstead, New
York went to plan. ''I wasn't surprised (about the team's performance). I
figured that fifth place, if we could
get fifth place, would be quite an accomplishment," said the 27 year
veteran mentor. ''In 1982, we
graduated seven seniors after placing
second, we graduated every person
who scored points in that meet except
one. We came back in '83 and finished in seventh place" so Duncan is
oveijoyed with the accomplishments
of this season's young edition.
Still, the name Sarah Rudolph
forces gushers of amazement from her
peers. Powers on his fellow national
champion: ''Sarah's only seventeen.
For women swimmers, that's about
the peak age and after twenty they
start to fizzle out. We saw that in a
lot of big name swimmers this year
who finished about six places down
from last year. But Sarah's about the
perfect age to compete in college.
She's not anywhere near burnout, so
she's just wasting everybody.''
Rudolph shattered the NCAA
Division II mark she set her freshman
year in the 200 meter freestyle by
better than two seconds (1:50.92).
She dusted the field in the 1650
meter freestyle, and she avenged a
loss to an archrival last year in the
500 meter freestyle.
Last year, I lost to Michelle
Hampton (Cal-State Northridge) in
the 500 freestyle by two seconds. I
worked a little harder at it this time
and beat her by about seven
seconds'', said the 1984 most
outstanding women's swimmer of the
Division II championships.
Sarah, too, was confident about
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Sophomore Sarah Rudolph powered
the Lady Loggers in the NCAA
and Diving ChampionS
ships. Rudolph combined with Robb
Powers to capture five national titles.
her chances going into the meet at
Hofstra University. She finished
fourth in the 100 meter freestyle and
paced Coach Robbie Chandler's 200
medley relay team to a seventh place
finish. Cheryl Eichner, J.J. Galster
and Julie Linford swam the first three
legs of that relay, and the Lady Loggers finished thirteenth in the nation
overall, just three points out of tenth
place.
Rudolph will prepare to compete in
the senior nationals later this year in
Indianapolis, but she will postpone
Olympic aspirations for four years.
Meanwhile, Powers will pursue
Olympic hopes this year in the same

city as he competes in the Olympic
Trials. The breaststroke specialist
qualified last year with impressive
times that include his smashing former
Logger Bob Jackson's NCAA 200
meter mark last December. Powers
shared the confidence Duncan and
Rudolph invested in UPS hopes, even
though he is a tad disappointed in his
first place performances last week. ''I
was pretty confident that I'd win both
races, but I didn't swim as fast as I
wanted to," he said.
Yet Powers was not alone among
high finishers for the Loggers. Ted
Bibbs logged na second place finish in
the 200 backstroke, Damon Deniger
placed third in the 100 butterfly and
freshman David Haynes ranked fourth
in the 200 butterfly. The 400 meter
medley team of Bibbes, Powers,
Beniger and senior Steve Schmidt notched a third place showing.
With just two seniots graduating,
the Logger men 's fortunes are promising. ''Chico State loses its whole
squad to graduation, and Oakland
(Mich.) loses a lot, too,'' says senior
co-captain Jerry Everard. ''So next
year Northridge State should come
out on top and it will be between up,
Tampa and Clarion State (this year's
champs) for second place."
Considering the bubbling confidence of its returning champions and
this year's success, achieving first
place is just a matter of believing.
Sport's Beat is sponsored by your
local Domino's Pizza delivery store.

Spencer 's Sports
Stumpers
#6 in a series
In 1970, I pitched for Iowa
(American Assoc.) and had a 12-3
record as a lefthanded starter before I
was elevated to the majors, where I
produced a no-hitter that same season.
For a pinch between cheek and gum
full of sports trivia points, who am I?
Hint: I am a Cy Young Award Winner.
Brigham Young University (no, it's
not named after Steve Young, although
he's negotiating for the rights), that
Western Athletic Conference
powerhouse, is one of only seven teams
to play in the Holiday Bowl. For an
unofficial Mizlou sports trivia guide,
name four of those schools, quickly.
Now.
Give the nicknames of the franchises involved in these now defunct
sports leagues: New York (WHA); Dallas
(ABA); Seattle (WIT): Portland (WFL).

L
~ONIU S—Name the NCAA Div. I Women's
en ing basketball champs.
UD
These things happen: Bobby Knight,
not Lefty Driesell, is coach of the 1984
U.S. Olympic Men's Basketball team. It
should be Lefty, though.
(answers when we get around to it)
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continued from p. 13

With that, he left the gym, walking up the hallway. Hazzard's press
conference convened— in the opposite
direction.
S 5* S 5 5*

* *S*S**S *

* 5*5* *

*

This reconstruction of the events
which took place in the aftermath of
last Friday's game seemed the likely
result of the circumstances. Prior to
Friday night, the two schools had sent
basketball teams head to head just
twice, each coming away with a victory and bitter memories. The
Tacoma meeting, in the December,
1982 Holiday Classic tourney, ended
in a 60-54 victory for UPS. "We

weren't treated fairly when we played
in the tournament. We felt that we
got served 'home cooking' on this
court. We have an opportunity to pay
you back," Hazzard said Thursday
afternoon prior to playoff game. Hazzard played down any revenge factor
by saying "I don't know about
revenge, but we were invited back
and we didn't come back." If the
game of two years ago had created a
grudge Chapman College had against
UPS, it was not exercised at the first
opportunity. So, the argument that
Hazzard 's ballclub had a vendetta
against Puget Sound is weakened

abit.
There is no denying that the contest itself was physical. There were 37
personal fouis assessed the two
teams, and on numerous occasions
loose ball chases became heated
tussles. Yet there were technical fouls
called, no ejections, and just two
reported injuries, neither of which appeared overly serious: Kevin Todd
sprained an ankle, but played the next
day, and Chapman's Homer Kelly
took a rough fall, but walked off the
court and after the game refused Hazzarci 's offer to take him to the
hospital.
(Part 2 Next Week)

SCOREBOARD
Men's Baseball
March 14 at Pacific Lutheran
Univ. (1) 2-6

Women's Tennis
March 9 Univ. of Oregon 3-6
March 10 Pacific Lutheran
Univ. 3-6

Men's Basketball
March 9 Chapman College
March 10 San Francisco Sta
Univ. 55-59
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The Combat Zone a intended as a sat/nc work and as such
has been banished to the back page. The Trail denies that any

resemblance to any living or dead characters is intended. No
matter how obvious or explicit the resemblance may seem, we
asaure you it is purely coincidental and entirely in your mind, or
lack thereof We would remind you, however, that zombies are
not considered to be either dead or alive. Therefore we can
refer to zombies explicitly.

KUPS Top 10
Artist

Song
1. 99 bottles of beer in the Cellar
2. Live It Up
3.Here Comes the Bill Again
Media Man
Rock & Roll Love Affair
God Save the Queen
On the Road Again
I've Got the Money
Love Potion #9
Nobody Understands Me

David U. Dod son
Thomas Davis
Ray Bell
David Ryan
Norm Anderson
Craig Gunter
David Balaam
Dave Poston
Keith Barry
Bill Hirshman

Dodspeak is a well-written guide
to the language and semantics of the
White Paper. At all times this useful
manual eschews obfuscation and
endeavors to explain, in terms an
average human being or aboveaverage media adviser can understand, the complex, tortuous
language of the White Paper.
Like the document it was written
for, Dodspeak never uses simple
sentences or clear language. This
manual is a must for all people trying
to understand what the White Paper
really says.
Many useful hints are also included
for college administrators in a special
section entitled ''How to Take Advantage of and Pacify the Student
Body, or Mind Control: the difference
between theory and practice."
We here at Mein Kampf books
believe this manual lives up to the
standards and traditions of our proud
company, and heartily recommend it.

U0 CLZ!)V

"Dodspeak ... iS a ... literary. . . work.''

"Now I can really understand this
White Paper thing."

The New York Times Book Review

Norton Clapp

"I knew there was a reason we hired
him."

''I'm looking forward to using
Dodspeak on our campus. It's just
what we've been looking for."
Dean of Students Ivan Komsolovich
Moscow State University

Dean Thomas Davis
About the author
David U. Dodson is the Dean of
Students at a small, private institution. His hobbies include Pavlovian
classical conditioning, specializing in
media advisers; existential contemplation, specializing in Bored of Trustees
meetings; and ersatz stoicism.

"I find it to be co-equally
significant.

Phillip Phibbs

uotes of the week:
Hirshman the very Gods
yes contend in vain.
All the jokes we can afford to print
If you read it in the Zone, you know
it's true.
Combat Zone—for people with
d minds—like me!
Trail—today's news sometime
week.
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